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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Today, we see the video game industry as a common part of our media-
rich society. In the last decade, as home computers and the internet approached 
a level of commonality like that of television, millions of computer users have 
found video games to play and enjoy. Cellular phone technology has 
encountered a technology revolution, becoming a mobile gaming device as well 
as a phone. Dedicated home video game consoles have an ever-increasing 
footprint in homes around the globe. Video games are at the core of our popular 
culture. 
Due to the penetration of video games in our society, designers and 
publishers of video games have examined different models of distribution in 
hopes of gaining customer attention and acceptance. Many online games today 
are provided at no cost to the end user. But as we will see, there is always a cost 
to develop free games as they are not constructed without a developer’s time 
and computing resources.  
The motivation of free game developers within this context can be broken 
down into four main groups. Firstly, the work of an independent person or design 
team might simply want to share with the world what they have accomplished 
through hard work and their own video game design vision. The ‘indie’, as they 
are often called, might also look to create a fan base in order to make a financial 
profit on a later title, or they might be seeking the attention of a publisher in order 
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to find funding for larger games. A second group describes developers that 
provide ‘demos’ or free versions of a much bigger game in order to gain a 
following of players that want to purchase a much bigger version of the game and 
extend the playing experience or make use of features that are not included in 
the free release. Games in this group are typically expensive to build and the 
costs of free ‘demo’ versions are built into the marketing plan for the main 
product. The third group describes developers that create free games that are 
placed within web sites that sell advertising space. Made up mostly of casual, 
low-cost games, these sites purchase games and sell users to advertisers, 
similar to radio and television producers that sell audiences to advertisers. 
Advertisements that are unrelated to the game subject matter are clearly 
displayed in the gameplay environment, usually as flash-based banner ads. A 
forth group exists that develop free games for specific advertising purposes. In 
this group, the purpose of the game is to promote a product or service throughout 
the content of a game in hopes that customers will become very aware of that 
product and service and want to extend their experience by purchasing that 
particular product or services. It is this fourth group that I participate in throughout 
the rest of this document.  
As I am a student and full-time staff member at SIUC, I am fully aware of 
the initiatives of the university to recruit new students, to retain those currently 
enrolled, and strengthen the connections of alumni. Therefore, my direction in 
this final thesis project asks the question: How might a free video game function 
as a marketing tool for student recruitment and retention while also re-connecting 
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alumni to their own memories of SIUC campus life? My interests in video game 
development coupled with my belief that pinball as a gaming platform is 
uncomplicated and easy to play for people of all ages resulted in the production 
of a virtual pinball game. The game is called SIU Campus Life and themed 
around the concept of the SIUC campus life experience. 
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CHAPTER 2 
VIDEO GAMES AS MARKETING TOOLS 
 
 From the earliest coin-operated machines in the late 1800’s, advertisers 
sought ways to inform players of their products in gaming formats. For example, 
coin-operated trade stimulators, gambling devices that paid out products instead 
of money, were placed in saloons, cigar shops, and general stores with large 
advertisements to encourage a player with spare change to take a chance at 
winning the advertiser’s product. By the time video games came into the home, 
Hollywood and the video game industry had discovered a way to make money 
together. One early example of this is the Atari 2600 game E.T. The Extra 
Terrestrial produced in 1982. But to this point, these examples were still games 
built strictly for profiting the developers who made them and the licensors who 
earned payments for their property. 
 Advergaming, (Wise, Boolls, Kim, Venkataraman, & Meyer 2008) a term 
born in early 2000 to describe games designed for advertisement, began with an 
Atari 2600 game called Pepsi Invaders. This game was designed by Atari and 
purchased by Coca-Cola for a 1983 sales convention. The main objective of the 
game was similar to Space Invaders where a ship shoots invaders from above. 
The difference here is that the invaders are letters that spell out P-E-P-S-I. The 
purpose was clearly to remind these sales executives of their primary competitor, 
Pepsi. (Carless, 2007) As in-home PC sales increased, companies like Coca-
Cola, Samsung, Taco Bell, Reebok, and Chef Boyardee included games on 
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floppy disks with their products for customers to enjoy. In 1996, General Mills 
commissioned the design of the games Chex Quest and General Mills’ All-Star 
Baseball by developer Digital Café thus becoming the first in-box cereal games 
distributed on CD-ROM.(Miller, 2008) In all cases, the games had a shared 
purpose to continually advertise their products in a fun and interactive way. 
Since the wide acceptance and availability of the internet, the majority of 
advergame distribution occurs on company websites as free downloads, or more 
commonly, flash based games that play in internet browsers. Small casual 
games are more the norm, typically using an abundance of the company’s 
products in some large portion of the game plot, character, or objective. For 
example, Mattel has a website that promotes their Hot Wheels toy car product 
line. Beyond a traditional website, flash based video games are scattered 
throughout the site. Currently, there are 70 different games to play on their site 
with many promoting a single product in the Hot Wheels line. One game, Custom 
Motors, has been played over 2 million times according to a visit to their website 
on April 7, 2011. Buffalo Wild Wings takes a different approach. Their highly 
interactive flash based website offers 4 games. Each one is related to an element 
related to their marketing campaign, or related to a food product they sell. Still, 
these two examples represent a growing trend among modern businesses as 
they use video games as a part of marketing. 
Only a few of these games develop a fan base in which the product lives 
beyond its technological life cycle. In the case of the General Mills Chex Quest 
game, which uses the Doom engine from ID Software, the game elements were 
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good enough to hold player’s interest long after the General Mills Chex campaign 
was over. Consumer demand for a sequel caused General Mills to hire Digital 
Café to produce a second Chex Quest. Even beyond the sequel, a strong fan 
base caused developer Digital Café to create a third game in 2008. While this is 
not a typical success or intention of an advergame, it is an example of the 
success a full featured promotional game can achieve.  
Currently, many video game engines using older technology can be 
utilized for game development at no cost. ID Software was one of the first 
significant game software developers to give away their older technology once 
the company had moved on to newer technology. The stipulations with many of 
these engines include that any game developed must be free to end-users. This 
model encourages new game developers to experiment with the game industry’s 
tools which provide low entry costs in learning the processes of designing and 
programming games. It also allows a less expensive marketing option for 
companies wishing to create promotional games for their products and give them 
away freely to potential customers. While there still are legal issues for a 
promotional game to get past in such a model, incurred costs are typically 
significantly less than they otherwise would be if new technology for game engine 
development was required or if a company wanted to utilize the current game 
engines that are available on the market. It is important to note that the last 18 
months has led to a number of different pricing models for several of the latest 
game engines. According to Unity Technologies website 
(http://unity3d.com/unity/unity-end-user-license-3.x) game builders are allowed to 
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develop free-to-play games for no cost if they use their engine. This model seeks 
to earn income for the engine developer through building confidence and a 
knowledge base of game developers who eventually desire to purchase 
advanced utilities within the developer engine. For example, if a developer 
creates a game for a web site, they are unable to export a version of the game 
for mobile devices or consoles without paying additional fees. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHOOSING PINBALL AS A PROMOTIONAL VIDEO GAME PLATFORM 
 
 Pinball, in its traditional commercial coin-operated configuration, is a game 
that almost everyone has played at some point in their lives. It is a simplistic 
game, typically using only two buttons to control a left and right flipper. A player 
pushes a ball onto the playing surface and attempts to keep the ball in play with 
the flippers. While video games have grown in complexity and depth, the latest 
commercial coin-operated pinball machines being produced today have the same 
player inputs as they did in the first pinball game with flippers. 
 The history of pinball can be divided into four main eras. The first of these 
is the flipperless or pre-flipper pinball era and is typically dated as pinball games 
made before 1947. (Shalhoub, 2002) Games made in this period were simplistic 
machines using manual spring loaded devices or the most basic electrical 
motors. During this period, many locations did not have in-wall electricity. 
Manufacturers, when necessary, included large dry cell batteries to handle any 
motorized tasks. The electro-mechanical, or EM era, starts with the design of the 
1947 Gottlieb pinball machine Humpty Dumpty, the first to incorporate electro-
mechanical flippers.  (Rossignoli, 2000) In 1950, Gottlieb produced Spot Bowler 
where the player’s flipper bats were placed in what is now considered their 
proper orientation. During the EM period, some machines included animated 
features on the “head” to add to the theme of a game. Musical chimes were 
added to play tones related to various player scoring. In the late 1960’s and early 
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1970’s, the game’s flipper length was increased from 2 inches to 3 inches and 
more scoring units were added to allow for as many as 4 players to participate in 
a game.  The EM era continued until the dawn of solid state electronics in 1970’s. 
(Rossignoli, 2000). 
By 1976, computer controlled electronics were being introduced to replace 
the dozens of relays, stepper units, and scoring units that made up electro-
mechanical machines. This introduced the solid state era. Over the course of the 
next decade, the pinball machine evolved in many ways. Some of these 
innovations include the re-introduction of multiple balls on the playfield at the 
same time (multiball), background music, electro magnets under the playfield 
surface, additional playfields above and below the traditional playfield, elevated 
passages called ramps and wireforms, under-playfield passages, vertical up-
kickers, human speech synthesizers, and the introduction of the alpha-numeric 
digital display. An early example of a pinball machine that incorporated many of 
these features is the 1980 Williams game, Black Knight. A huge success, Black 
Knight was the first machine to introduce the idea of multiple playing surfaces 
and user controlled magnets.  
In 1991, the Data East pinball company introduced a new display in their 
game Checkpoint that marked the beginning of another era. This display is called 
a dot-matrix display or DMD. For the first time, the player’s display was able to 
produce more than numbers and basic letters. Graphical animations were 
developed to assist the player in understanding the symbolic nature of the shot or 
event they were accomplishing during their game play. During this era, other 
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technical innovations were introduced including stereo sound systems, LED 
lighting and mini-displays, neon lighting, interactive game-specific mechanical 
gadgets called toys, complex artificial intelligence for automated robotic shots, 
mini video games using the DMD, and computer detectible ceramic balls. But 
perhaps the most influential item that is attributed to the DMD era of pinball is the 
concept of mode-based play. 
Mode-based play takes the traditional concept of scoring on a pinball 
game and allows a game designer to create different modes of play that change 
the entire scoring system and level of importance of any single or multiple 
number of shots. Making use of the power of on-board computer electronics, a 
pinball game’s environment can become very different during a new mode of 
play. Earning a new mode in a modern DMD game can cause the pinball 
machine to change its lighting, sound, music, and mechanical behavior from its 
original role, to a new one that brings focus on specific elements of the game’s 
playfield geometry. The intent is to extend the playability of the game’s primary 
function and keep players in a state of discovery.  
While both commercial coin-operated video games and home console 
video games have encountered a market of high fluctuation, the pinball game as 
a commercial coin-operated device continues to live onward, perhaps even 
growing after more than a decade of declining sales. Since 2000, Stern Pinball 
Incorporated has been the last remaining manufacturer of commercial coin-
operated pinball games as the previous industry giant WMS closed its 
Williams/Bally pinball division in late 1999. (Shalhoub, 2005) But due to a 
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growing market for commercial pinball machines in the home, a new company, 
Jersey Jack Pinball, entered the market in 2011 proclaiming to bring more 
complexity and newer technology to the existing format. (Ayub, 2011) 
Meanwhile, pinball has existed in a virtual format since the first 
commercial video game titled Video Pinball was released by Atari in 1978. Atari 
later released a port of the commercial game as a dedicated home game system 
by the same name in the same year. From this point onward, pinball has found 
its way into video game consoles of every generation; computer games, casual 
web browser games, and the latest generation of smart phones and handheld 
gaming devices. Perhaps the game that has had the most exposure to the global 
game player populous is Space Cadet, a video pinball game included for free 
with every copy of Windows Me and Windows XP operating systems.   
In consideration of both the widespread gaming public’s awareness of 
pinball as a game, and the simplistic nature of pinball in terms of player controls, 
I decided upon this genre to develop a game for this project. In terms of a pinball 
era to build upon, I selected the modern DMD era for its creative possibilities in 
complex and interesting playfield geometry along with the ability to extend the 
depth of a player’s experience by the incorporation of game modes. In looking for 
a game engine that would lend itself to complex, yet easy development for this 
project, I selected Future Pinball. Future Pinball is a game editor and engine that 
is specifically designed for the construction of original pinball game tables, thus 
providing all the necessary physics and sub-systems for lighting, sound, music, 
dot-matrix displays, and artwork within a 3D engine framework. There is no cost 
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for utilizing the game engine as long as the final development is distributed 
freely. By selecting this engine, I realized I could develop a computer video 
pinball game using modern 3D video card graphics (shading, lighting, reflections, 
etc.) and release it at no cost to the end user. The only drawback is that the strict 
hardware requirements of such a system would alienate PC users that have only 
business class or budget configurations with little or no 3D video hardware 
acceleration. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DETERMINING A GAME THEME FOR THE BIGGEST AUDIENCE 
 
With Future Pinball as the game engine of choice and having selected the 
DMD era of pinball as my style of design, I was left to decide which way I would 
theme the game to relate to the biggest audience. If my goal was to connect with 
SIUC interested high school and transfer students, current students of all types 
(traditional, transfer, graduate, international), and alumni, I felt the need to poll 
them all regarding the things about SIUC that stood out the most. 
During this period, I had strongly considered a pinball game themed 
toward SIUC athletics, specifically the new 2010 football stadium and newly 
renovated basketball arena, using only Saluki branding as it relates to football 
and basketball. But as responses came in from personal interviews, I realized 
that Saluki football and basketball were only a subset of what the students were 
drawn to, actively participated in, or have favorable recollections of. Some of the 
items with strong significance included Faner Hall, for its unique appearance and 
difficulty in navigation, the SIU arena, for its large footprint on the campus map, 
Woody Hall, as a place requiring repeat visits for clearing student registration and 
graduation paperwork, campus woods, the campus lake including the boat docks 
and beach, residence halls, student center, Morris library, and the recreation 
center. Carbondale as the host community for SIUC was also mentioned with 
strong significance placed on the highway 51 North location known as “The 
Strip”. 
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With so many elements to choose from, it became a matter of selecting 
from the list what would be the most appropriate to place within the constraints of 
the pinball machine environment. A good balance of shots, ramps, and other 
playfield gadgets would certainly require the elimination of some of these 
suggestions. Additionally, I wanted to keep the personality of the game positive 
and clean. Any references to SIUC as a party school, including elements related 
to the bars or historic Halloween activities would be cut from the design as they 
are counterproductive in the goals of this project. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE GAME DESIGN DOCUMENT 
 
To keep the process of design as professional as possible, I sought to 
create a design document similar to real-world industry. In this manner, the 
purpose of a game design document in its first draft is often to earn approval and 
funding for a project, similar to the pitch and green-light process of the Hollywood 
film industry. For this project, my intention was to draft the concept of the game 
into a game design abstract document and provide that to the chair of my 
committee, Dr. Paul Torre, for his approval.  
In this document I presented the concept of a pinball video game that 
would be used as a marketing tool in attracting potential students, connecting 
with the interests of current students, and also resonating with any SIUC alumni 
that happen to find the game. The theme of the pinball game would be related to 
campus life and include various popular elements of the SIUC campus. I mention 
that the style of play would be like that of the modern DMD era commercial coin-
operated pinball machines. The game would be released on a web site for no 
cost to downloaders and would function as an unofficial supplement to the 
university’s initiatives for recruitment and retention. 
Once approved, the document took on a second form in which the student 
polling data was considered while shaping up the framework of the game’s 
custom shots. A rough summary of game modes were lightly described and 
some notes regarding a future art and audio direction were placed at the end.  
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As a game is designed, the design document becomes a living and 
growing set of laws that govern the direction of the game. As the development 
process continues, the expansion of the document requires that specific chapters 
provide more specific descriptions of the finer details of the game. As these are 
fully written, they become locked from editing unless significant reasons arise 
that require it. Some elements within the chapters remain open for development 
to have full creative freedom within the constraints of the actual design. (Hight & 
Novak, 2008). For SIU Campus Life Pinball, this meant that the document would 
have chapters describing the game’s physical layout, modes of play, playfield 
artwork, plastics artwork, cabinet artwork, backglass artwork, sound effects, and 
musical score.  Each chapter becomes an abstract for the beginning of work 
related to that function of the game. As problem areas and conflicting thematic or 
geometry issues are resolved, the specific area of the document is refined and 
eventually locked. The entire design document acts as a one-way street under 
construction, making it difficult to move backward in previous work that has been 
completed, but possible if misdirection occurred. 
SIU Campus Life Pinball’s design document was growing as the vision for 
each part of the game become clearer. Once the full scope and direction of the 
game was realized, a need for putting together a design team was clear. The 
design document served as a guide for each person I added to the team. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE DESIGN PROCESS 
 
 In modern commercial coin-operated pinball machine design, the process 
typically starts with a game designer spending months working on a new concept 
for a game within a virtual computer environment, defining the elements of the 
game within the context of an approved theme. Once a collection of major shots 
have been determined, a physical plywood surface is cut and all components 
within the virtual design are applied to the physical plywood. If any major 
problems with the prototype are uncovered, the process is repeated until a 
working “whitewood” is completed. A whitewood defines a prototype pinball 
machine in which no artwork has yet been applied. While this whitewood can be 
played, the game has only enough software to support testing. Any game-
specific models for new gadgets have to be constructed, tested for durability 
within the whitewood, and then mass produced. Sound designers are brought 
onto the team to start the process of filling the game with thematic audio. An 
artist, sometimes two or three, are added to the project to cover the playfield 
surface, decorative plastic covers, various targets, and the backglass with 
thematic art. A software programmer joins in to start installing all the game rules, 
bonus scoring, standard gameplay scoring, lighting effects, modes, and dot-
matrix display graphics. I followed this model completely, albeit with a smaller 
number of volunteers for the project. 
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Lead Designer Management 
 As lead game designer, I had already constructed a thorough visionary 
guide for all aspects of the game in the game design document. Also, I had put 
together and tested a virtual whitewood that played well. In order to get the 
software to respond to my design in this early stage, I had to learn the process of 
programming in Future Pinball’s Visual Basic Scripting (VBS) language. In order 
to learn the process of installing artwork in the game environment, I spent time in 
Adobe Illustrator drawing the foundational elements of the playfield art direction 
and practicing to process of importing artwork into the game’s environment. From 
this point, I realized that the vision I had for the project was larger than a single 
person could complete in a semester. I began to seek candidates specifically for 
programming and artwork. Without any money to provide as compensation, 
recruiting skilled students to for quality work proved difficult. 
Programming 
 My first programmer found the scope of the project intimidating and 
dropped out without any notice. This was the first setback and required me to 
continue learning more advanced programming methods while I searched for 
another capable programmer. SIUC alum and friend Theo Phillips has 
considerable technology skills and a strong interest in commercial coin-operated 
pinball machines. He accepted the lead programming role and was supplied a 
copy of the design document that dictated each shot and it’s behavior in the 
bigger context of mode based play. Along with managing the progress and 
continuity of Theo’s work, my role was that of an assistant programmer, adding 
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code that handled lighting effects, scoring, calls to sound effects and music, and 
any other minor logic that would later become part of the game. 
Artwork 
 While finishing up the basic artwork for the playing surface, I encountered 
a student from the SIUC College of Art and Design that had come to me with an 
interest in creating graphics for video games. Ben Severs joined the team as the 
playfield artist, thus charged with adding to my basic artistic framework for the 
playfield. As lead game designer, I would manage Ben’s progress and continuity 
in respect to the SIU campus life theme along with handling the basic graphic 
design of the playfield plastics, apron, and cabinet. Together, Ben and I used 
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop to work out all the details that graphically 
defined the various shots in the game. Each shot was complimented with some 
level of graphical representation so that players, even subliminally, would begin 
to understand that shooting into a specific area of the game would result in a 
scoring possibility somewhere on campus.  
 My need for a backglass design was met through SIUC graphic design 
student Ian Steele who currently holds a student employment job for a colleague 
of mine at the SIUC Alumni Association. Ian and I met and discussed the game’s 
theme, specific elements of the SIUC campus that were included in the game, 
and the direction I wanted to see for the backglass art. My role with Ian was to 
manage his progress and ensure his artwork was in alignment with the game’s 
theme. I also handled the continuation of his final art onto the display and 
speaker panel that resides below the game’s backglass. 
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Sound Design 
 One of the most important aspects of modern video games is aural 
immersion. This is what I define as a rich supportive audio sound design package 
that compliments visuals in a game to send a player into a deeper immersive 
gameplay experience. Throughout the MCMA MS degree program, I learned 
much about the video game sound design profession and process through 
independent studies. My techniques were refined through coursework in 
professional recording engineering and sound for moving images. For this game, 
I was the lead sound designer which defined the role of composing or locating 
appropriate music and sound effects to place in the game.   
 Future Pinball has the ability to play multiple musical tracks at the same 
time of almost any length. It also has a separate system that handles a library of 
sound effects. These differ in the way they can be called by the game’s 
programming script. For example, sound effects are played with a control on the 
amount of volume applied. Effects that fade in or fade out the sound, or place it in 
a stereo field are up to the designer to apply before importing sounds into the 
sound effects library. Music handling in Future Pinball allows for more control. A 
soundtrack is assigned to a channel with up to 8 channels being managed at one 
time. Once music is assigned to a channel and called by the game code, it can 
be looped, faded in, faded out, paused, stopped, and started. These additional 
functions are important as linear in-game music must be controlled based upon 
non-linear events in the game. The time duration that a player needs the main 
theme music to play will always vary, and starting any of the modes requires a 
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fade out and pause of the main theme music on one channel, while mode music 
is loaded, cued, and played on a separate channel. 
 The game contains a number of custom sound effects I designed 
specifically related to the SIUC campus. In order to maintain the highest level of 
commitment to the theme, I wanted “real” sounds from the campus to place in the 
game. I gained permission to record the SIUC Cheerleaders through the Saluki 
Athletics group. In this session, I recorded the squad performing typical cheers 
and chants, but later coached them through a number of pinball-specific audio 
cues. Of most importance to what is heard in the final production game are the 
independent chants of each letter in the work “Saluki” and the phrases “Campus 
Life”, “Extra Ball” and “Jackpot”. 
The SIUC Marching Salukis perform the university fight song, “Go, 
Southern Go” during various campus events. After seeking permission to record 
the band performing the song, director of athletic bands George Brozak provided 
a high quality recording of the band performing this work for the game’s mode 
“Saluki Pride”. A third well-known audio cue comes from the official public 
address announcer for SIUC athletics, Steve Falat. In requesting a recording 
session with Steve, he responded by using the studio at River Radio to provide 
specific cues such as “Spell Saluki to Open the Arena”, and his well-known 
opening for Saluki Basketball games, “Southern Illinois, Are you ready?” I was 
not needed to manage the session. 
 The previously mentioned custom speech required a large number of 
other elements in order to complete the sound design process. My approach was 
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to start with sound recordings and electronic effects that I had previously 
recorded over the years. The next step was to seek out free resources online, 
primarily freesound.org which features sounds that are free to use under the 
various creative commons licenses. After auditioning all of these possible sounds 
for various elements in the game, I begin the task of creating multi-track mixes of 
a mixture sounds to create new ones, and later used instruments in my home 
studio to create more sounds to mix in or use independently. Before the sound 
was ready for importing into the game, a series of processes relating to stereo 
width, panning, equalization, and compression were required. 
 For the musical score, selections were auditioned from creative commons 
artists. My primary resource for this game came from artist Kevin MacLeod at 
www.incompetech.com. I auditioned hundreds of musical shorts before settling 
on 6 selections from his library. Two other songs were picked from 
www.ccmixer.org. In all cases, musical tracks required a re-mix with various 
effects, editing for length, and discovering loop points to open up opportunities 
for variable lengths where needed. 
Quality Assurance 
 As all of these elements came together, my role changed to become 
critical of my own efforts along with the contributions of others to insure that the 
theme of the game and the specific elements of the game design document were 
in agreement with each other. Minor problems with continuity were discovered 
and changes were necessary. Once all the art and sound assets were brought 
into the game engine and the programming contained all the mode features in 
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the design document, it was time to perform significant quality assurance testing 
to discover and resolve bugs. 
 In industry, a design team will eventually put together a working prototype 
for what will later become a game, and call it an “alpha” version. For SIU Campus 
Life Pinball, it remained in a state of “alpha” until approximately 95% of graphical, 
audio, and programming elements were completed. Following the industry 
models, it was time to call the game a “beta” and supply it to a control group for 
testing. In industry, this is called quality assurance testing or QA. QA roles seem 
like fun jobs from the outsiders within the industry, but much is written that 
describes the role as one that is laborious and repetitive. (Hodgson, Stratton, & 
Rush, 2006). Similarly, my beta test required volunteers to take a series of 
surveys. My volunteer quality assurance group, or beta testers, consisted of 11 
students in two separate groups from various majors and varying levels of 
interest in gaming. Each one completed a pre-game questionnaire, a survey after 
their first game of play, and another survey after 20 minutes of play. A final focus 
group meeting was conducted to get verbal feedback in a group setting.  
 The primary goals of these sessions were to determine if there were any 
unknown flaws in the mechanical operation of the game programming, to 
determine if the game had fun and addictive qualities, to discover if the main 
objective of the game was made clear and obtainable, and to find out what 
specific elements stood out as good or bad within the game. Upon receiving this 
feedback, I went back to the design elements and attempted to correct any 
problems the majority found confusing or too difficult. There were a few bugs that 
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were previously unknown that resulted from the test. All were resolved as a result 
of this important test group. 
Last Minute Design 
 Before releasing the game, a number of “wish list” items were re-visited. 
The wish list contained a number of specific elements that were not included in 
the design document, but were realized during the course of the game design 
process. I considered this list to be something that would be addressed if time 
was left before my predetermined release date. During the last 24 hours before 
the game was released, I re-designed the entire scoring display system and 
added 11 more custom audio calls. Given more time, I feel that the entire wish 
list would have been implemented. 
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CHAPTER 7 
TIMELINE, MILESTONES, AND PROGRESSION TOWARD A COMPLETED 
PRODUCT 
 
 When this game project was approved by Dr. Torre, I supplied a 
preliminary time line of work toward a final product. Again, taking a note from 
industry, I broke down this timeline into the different major aspects of the game 
design process for this specific genre of game. Each week would require a 
review of the work accomplished to determine if that particular element was on 
track. Changes in the workflow, if necessary, were incorporated and the process 
started again with another week of work and an end of week review.  
 The major differing aspects of the game design each deserved their own 
timelines. These were playfield design, programming, playfield artwork, plastics 
artwork, cabinet artwork, backglass artwork, sound design, dot-matrix display, 
and marketing materials. There is an order of operations that must be followed in 
a pinball game in order to be highly efficient in a short timeline. For example, a 
playfield layout must be nearly 100% complete before playfield and plastic 
artwork can begin. If not, any changes in the physical geometry can result in a 
significant setback in graphics, which can push the milestones backward and 
eventually cause the game to either be a late release, or not include all of the 
desired features as written in the design document. So in some design elements, 
the timeline reflected this necessity. 
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 One of the major challenges in putting together a timeline was the need to 
recruit a team of assistants. Therefore, the timeline not only presented the need 
to recruit talent but pointed out the dates when this would need to be resolved. 
While reviewing potential candidates to fulfill these roles, the timeline dictated the 
period in which they needed to hand over deliverables for the game. When this 
could not be satisfied, the candidate was dropped and the search continued to 
find another to fill the role. In this respect, the timeline becomes the important 
point of dictation to force progression of the game onward. Considering its 
importance, weekly progress reviews did not extend the timeline unless 
absolutely necessary. The only case in which this was required related to a delay 
in the backglass art. The team member who had made a commitment to a 
deadline did not produce a deliverable for two additional weeks.  Because this 
element of the artwork is required before marketing materials can be designed 
and printed, it was disruptive to the timeline. 
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CHAPTER 8 
MARKETING THE GAME 
 
 Since SIU Campus Life Pinball is a feature-rich video game that takes 
advantage of 3D hardware, and because this project is about using a game as a 
marketing tool, I put together a marketing plan that would be executed in four 
parts. These were, in order, a preview video for YouTube, a professionally 
designed and duplicated flyer, a full-featured website, and series of press 
releases internal to the university. 
 On March 19th, 2011, two weeks before the release of the game, I felt that 
enough of the game was complete to produce a preview video about the game. I 
used a program called Fraps to capture in-game play and imported that content 
into a video editor to produce a clip 3:39 in length. I only shared the clip on my 
Facebook page and with a few selected virtual pinball designers around the 
world. The purpose of creating the video was to develop a subtle interest with 
those people closest to me as a first marketing impression. Larger marketing 
impressions came after the release of the flyer, the website, and finally the game, 
all in accordance with the marketing plan. Overall, this would increase the 
number of advertising impression opportunities should my Facebook friends miss 
the initial video post. There are residual effects of a video posted on YouTube 
which include indexing by Google, friends of my YouTube channel getting 
notifications of a new video posting, and accidental hits from people looking for 
different content, but tagged similarly. In the preview video, these effects were 
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realized as the YouTube video ‘hit count’ increased at a faster pace than I had 
planned, and as individuals that had not been initially part of the preview 
marketing plan began to contact me. 
 While the tasks of designing artwork for the game were still being 
accomplished, I sketched out a design for a professional production flyer. In the 
commercial pinball industry, flyers have been a big part of the promotion process. 
These are usually created once the design is in the testing phases. For SIU 
Campus Life, this occurred when all primary artwork was collected and installed 
within the game engine. The purpose of the flyer is to generate interest through 
physical eye contact with the poster, most commonly placed around campus 
bulletin boards and in some student, staff, and faculty mailboxes. Since I wanted 
to maintain a close connection with the methods of the pinball industry, I chose to 
model the promotional flyer for SIU Campus Life after the most successful games 
of this particular era of pinball design. I included a full representation of the game 
as it would appear in the physical world from a distance, a few playfield 
screenshots of the most important features of the game, and outlined the entire 
background in a style consistent with the game’s color palette. I deviated at the 
bottom 15% of the flyer to include elements more common in computer software. 
I listed my personalization on the design entity as Popbumper Game Design, 
listed the website, and gave credit to the designer team. I purchased 1000 copies 
of the flyer through a Californian duplication company PrintRunner. The final 
product was printed on 100# glossy book paper. As a secondary function, the 
flyer design servers as an electronic flyer for larger and cheaper electronic 
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distribution through social media, e-mail, and other electronic forms. I included a 
PDF version of the flyer in a Facebook post and as a download on my website for 
the game. 
Before the flyer could be posted publicly, the website needed to be 
completed and published. I began this process while waiting on the flyer to be 
proofed, duplicated, and shipped to Carbondale. Over the course of a five day 
period, I developed a theme, navigation tree, and content for the site. The site 
consists of a home page which describes the software product, a download page 
where players can obtain the software and read clear instructions on how to 
install the game, a page titled How to Play which walks interested players 
through all of the different playfield elements within the game and describes the 8 
modes of play. I include a page titled Tech Tweaks that explains some of the 
technical configurations necessary in order to get the game to play on slower 
computers or computers without dedicated 3D video cards. While this filled in 
what I felt was required of the project, I also wanted to highlight the sound design 
within the game. Therefore I added a page titled Soundtrack where visitors can 
choose to listen to the music in the game within the website, download the music 
in an MP3 format, or download the original songs that I used as ingredients for 
the custom in-game music. Finally, I wanted to credit every person that had a 
role in the game. Myself and the three others that provided content for the game 
are highlighted on the page along with a list of contributors who provided speech 
dialog, recordings, play-testing, and university personnel who provided support 
for the project. 
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With the website published, the flyers were ready to post and the YouTube 
video details were ready to be edited to reflect the new website. 24 hours before 
the game was released, I sent out a press release to The Saluki Times online 
campus news media and The Daily Egyptian student newspaper. This last 
element of the marketing plan met an immediate response from the Saluki 
Times. Interviews from Dr. Paul Torre and I were conducted and an article was 
published on April 1st. 
The game was released at 1AM, April 2nd, 2011. It was delayed one hour 
due to a late bug that was discovered in the code. Lead programmer Theo 
Phillips and I worked across the internet in chat windows and shared file space 
until the last of the known issues were resolved. During the delay, my Facebook 
page was hit with a single post from an individual that had expected the 
download to be available at midnight. I took the time to explain the delay. At 9AM 
April 2nd, I read the downloaders positive review on Facebook. Although a small 
event, it became a part of the social media marketing to promote the game. 
Unplanned Marketing Opportunities 
There were a number of unplanned marketing events that occurred over 
the first week after the game release date. The article that ran in the online Saluki 
Times news site was posted on the official SIU Facebook page on April 3rd. While 
it is difficult to see the impressions it made, 27 people “liked” the post and 6 
comments were made on the topic. On April 4th, a recorded phone interview from 
WSIU resulted in a published news article on their web site along with an aired 
interview. 
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The game found favor with the assistant dean of the College of Applied 
Sciences and Arts. Will Devenport chose to use the website I designed as the 
topic of a Facebook post during a SIUC Alumni Association contest on April 6, 
2011. Within 12 hours, that message made an advertisement impression on over 
300 people who had “liked” the post. On the same day, the Daily Egyptian ran an 
article about the game that covered the general purpose of the game as a 
recruitment tool, and included details from an interview I had with the writer. 
Others were included in the article including lead programmer Theo Phillips and 
graduate student and beta tester Krystal Long. 
Overall, the marketing plan had a goal to take a well-designed attractive 
video game and create a strong reaction from media outlets and individuals on 
campus. In just the first five days since the game’s release, it has surpassed my 
personal expectations. It is clear that obtaining the attention of the media in a 
favorable way results in more opportunities to advertise the availability of the 
game to students, alumni, staff, and faculty. Furthermore, it has already provided 
a point of discussion among academic administrators regarding the interest in 
video game development and my desire to teach within a course of study on the 
topic.  
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CHAPTER 9 
GAME RELEASE ISSUES AND CONSUMER FEEDBACK 
 
 I anticipated that a video game release would have to be carefully 
deployed online in order to keep player frustration at a minimum. The technical 
learning curve to download and install a video game is not a primary problem in 
the internet users of today. However, Future Pinball as a free platform is not 
without its own technical bugs. The game engine was developed using specific 
graphics hardware and initially released for the Windows XP operating system. 
Many of today’s PC users are running Vista or Windows 7 as their operating 
system. Video hardware varieties in personal computers, laptops, and notebooks 
require some explanation as to how to make the game run properly. 
 During the design of the website, I made it a priority to outline an easy to 
follow set of instructions for downloading and installing the game. But, I failed to 
consider an important requirement for users of Windows Vista and Windows 7 
operating systems to run Future Pinball as an administrator. While I corrected 
this on April 5th, it surely affected some of the initial non-technical visitors that 
downloaded the game and found it unplayable. Early feedback typically came 
from technically savvy visitors who were already experienced at running 
graphically advanced video games on high end computing equipment. No issues 
were reported on the initial day of release. But subsequent days revealed a 
strange error which later was found to be related to players not running the 
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program as an administrator. 3 days after the release, I updated the website with 
the proper procedures for running the game.  
 Once SIU Campus Life pinball information was released on the internet, 
the number of links to various news articles or individual’s social media posts 
became hard to track. Using Google searches on the topic of SIU Campus Life 5 
days after release resulted in a full page of links to the previously mentioned 
news articles, YouTube early promotional video, and posts on prominent 
Facebook pages. While all of this seems positive, a negative side exists. For 
example, a post by the SIU Facebook page linked news of the game’s release to 
the Saluki Times article. Comments were made on the post, two of them 
explaining that the user had been unable to play the game because of an error. 
This comment remained unseen as I was unaware of the publicity on SIU’s 
Facebook page. While I have now posted the fix to this topic on SIU’s Facebook 
site, the potential damage through these comments might be perceived.  
 While this reaction might seem extreme, the importance of positive press 
during the first days and weeks of the game’s release is of great importance in 
order for it to make the maximum impact. In terms of video game digital 
distribution, any issues with the game or its installation instructions should be 
resolved as soon as possible in order to maintain a positive momentum moving 
forward. While it has become an industry norm to release a game that is 
incomplete and patch or update at a later time, an independent developer making 
their entry into the market cannot afford an expectation of understanding by 
customers with short attention spans. 
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Download Statistics 
 It is impossible to know exactly how many people have successfully 
installed and played SIU Campus Life pinball. The game engine does not collect 
any statistical information, nor include technology to upload user information to a 
server. Therefore, I’m left with analytical information collected by the web hosting 
server I have at GoDaddy.com.  
 According to Site Analytics, SIU Campus Life was downloaded 118 times 
in its first week with a total of 1,549 visits on the www.siucampuslife.com 
homepage, 267 visitors viewed the download page. I can deduct from these 
statistics that 256 visits to the site came directly from Facebook referrals which is 
in indication of how effective unplanned social media exposure can be.  
Information regarding internet pages that link to SIUcampuslife.com can 
act as an indicator to how many people will be exposed to the site in the future. 
While social media has the ability to send online media into a viral state, it is 
typically short lived. Website search engine referrals tend to be longer lasting. A 
search for “SIU Campus Life pinball” on Google reveals a list that includes the 
following websites: GaMeRS RSO, Information Systems and Applied 
Technologies at SIUC, The Saluki Times, YouTube, WYD Forum, Carmi Times, 
Facebook, WSIU, Game Blog, and Mass Communications and Media Arts at 
SIUC.  
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION 
 
 When I first realized the concept for this project, my goal was to create a 
video game that would earn me an opportunity to expose the significance of the 
media to our SIU community and prove student interest in video game design to 
administrators. In order to find a theme and genre that would earn the most 
attention, I selected pinball as the medium and SIU Campus Life as the theme. 
After I developed the early stages of the design document, I realized that the 
game, if completed fully, might really make a positive impact on recruitment and 
be enjoyable to play by everyone else. 
 During the first weeks of table design in which only basic campus 
elements existed in the game, ISAT hosted an open house for high school 
students visiting SIUC. During the event, I presented the early state of the game 
to potential students and their teachers. The reaction was abnormally positive, 
resulting in a number of high school educators questioning how they could obtain 
the final game to demonstrate to students in their high schools. It was after this 
event that I came to realize that any student positively exposed to a custom SIUC 
game would have a memorable experience and potentially leave the game 
thinking favorably about SIUC. Therefore, SIU Campus Life should be 
considered as a serious marketing tool, and directed toward potential students. 
 Upon completion of the marketing plan, I saw fast responses by SIUC 
news staff and administrators to cover or discuss the game. I know that many of 
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these people have not played the game at all, but only have seen the marketing 
materials online. I feel that the reason these people responded quickly to the 
game is related to their desire to find something new to report about or to use in 
hopes of capturing new students. Reporters, by nature, are seeking new things to 
report about. And to some extent, the administration has always been looking for 
new ways to recruit students. However, S IUC and other state universities are 
finding fiscal difficulties. Concerns for student enrollment are intense. Acceptance 
of the game, while un-official in every way, has been wide, proving to me that 
these individuals have at least some understanding of video games as positive 
marketing tools. 
 Beyond the recruitment and retention aspects, I feel stronger about the 
need for SIUC to offer video game design and industry coursework. Throughout 
the construction of this game, students were invited to discuss, develop, test, and 
eventually play the game. Feedback from many technical students included 
questions about SIUC’s game design program, of which we currently do not 
have. Because of the social penetration of video games in our culture and 
society, and the fact that it’s a very entertaining industry to consume, students 
hunger to learn about and seek to become part of its workforce. There are a 
growing number of schools in the US that offer programs to prepare students for 
this enormous industry. Besides the initial goals of this project, I hope that SIUC 
will consider and ultimately offer a game design curriculum in the near future. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
PRODUCTION TIMELINE 
 
 
 
 
  
SIU Campus Life Pinball Production Timeline (pre‐production plan)
w.ending 28‐Jan 4‐Feb 12‐Feb 19‐Feb 26‐Feb 4‐Mar 11‐Mar 18‐Mar 25‐Mar 1‐Apr
Table Design (Major)
Ruleset Design
Programming Ruleset & Table Functions
Alpha Testing Quality Assurance
Sound Design
Graphic Design ‐ Backglass
Graphic Design ‐ Playfield
Graphic Design ‐ Ornamentals / Plastic
Beta testing ‐ Quality Assurance
 Programming, Art (Final Adjustments Only)
Documentation Milestones Ruleset Final Sound Design Final Artwork Final Game LIVE
Game Designer: Rob Craig
Ruleset Designer: Rob Craig
Programming Lead: Theo Phillips
Programming Assistant: Rob Craig
Sound Design: Rob Craig
Graphic Design Backglass: Ian Steele
Graphic Design Playfield / Plastics: Ben Severs, Rob Craig
SIU Campus Life Pinball Production Timeline (actual)
w.ending 28‐Jan 4‐Feb 12‐Feb 19‐Feb 26‐Feb 4‐Mar 11‐Mar 18‐Mar 25‐Mar 1‐Apr
Table Design (Major)
Ruleset Design
Programming Ruleset & Table Functions
Alpha Testing Quality Assurance
Sound Design
Graphic Design ‐ Backglass
Graphic Design ‐ Playfield
Graphic Design ‐ Ornamentals / Plastic
Beta testing ‐ Quality Assurance
 Programming, Art (Final Adjustments Only)
Documentation Milestones Ruleset Final Sound Design Final Artwork Final Game LIVE
Game Designer: Rob Craig
Ruleset Designer: Rob Craig
Programming Lead: Theo Phillips
Programming Assistant: Rob Craig
Sound Design: Rob Craig
Graphic Design Backglass: Ian Steele
Graphic Design Playfield / Plastics: Ben Severs, Rob Craig
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APPENDIX B 
 
MARKETING FLYER 
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APPENDIX C 
 
www.SIUCampusLife.com Website 
 
Homepage – 1 of 1 
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Download Page – 1 of 2 
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Download Page – 2 of 2 
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How to Play – 2 of 6 
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How to Play – 3 of 6 
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How to Play – 4 of 6 
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How to Play – 5 of 6 
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How to Play – 6 of 6 
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Tech Tweaks – 1 of 1 
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Soundtrack – 1 of 2 
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Soundtrack – 2 of 2 
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Design Credits – 1 of 2 
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